
Anne: Ma’am, you always keep your talks

short, sweet and intuitive. What is your

secret or inspiration to giving such

understandable talks to various age

groups including teachers and students?

Babitha ma’am: Thank you, for your
compliment. If anybody asks me a
question: what is challenging in life? My
answer will be living life itself is the
biggest challenge. I had a lot of interest
in elocution and public-speaking right
from my school days. If there was a
requirement for a speaker for any event,
I would often get selected by the team
members. I shouldered responsibilities
right from my school- I was the sports
captain in the 7th standard, the house
captain in the 9th standard and the
assistant head-girl in the 10th standard. I
feel each one of us, irrespective of the age
group, goes through umpteen challenges,
a bundle of worries and innumerable
testing times which may shake our
confidence. So, I just try to touch every
age-group positively with my anecdotal
talks. Many-a-times, when things pull
you down, it is these inspiring quotes,
stories, or talks which you’ve heard that
add meaning to your life. So positive
thoughts always keep you positive and
we radiate positive energy. I strongly
believe this. I only make a sincere effort
to get into the shoes of my audience and
try to share a meaningful message.

Anne: Ma’am, what are the kinds of

pressures you deal with as an academician

and how do you deal with this stress?

Babitha ma’am: I start my day with a
little prayer to God and to our Mother
Foundress Mother Teresa of St Rose of
Lima.I never miss out this at the
beginning of each day. When I see myself
as a student, I feel that I’ve known to
handle stress. As a lecturer, I find that
I’ve had handled most challenging of
positions where a lot of work and 

deadlines were involved. God helped me to
handle such unprecedented stress.  I have been
handling two or three positions simultaneously
like the Head of Catholic Students Association,
Head of Welfare Committee, Head of the
Botany/Biology Department, Head of the
Examination Committee, the Science
Coordinator and now the Principal, thus got the
opportunity to know the lecturers and staff at
very close quarters; the past twenty years was a
journey of togetherness. Basically, I hate the
three Ls in life- Lazy, Late and Last-minute, and
this itself reduces a lot of stress. Invariably
everyone’s life is stress-filled, but I consider
this stress as a challenge. Being in this position,
I feel the day-to-day pressures at different
levels are easy to handle because we have
supportive staff and cooperative parents.  So, we
are a great team working for a noble cause, and
working together at all times. The icing on the
cake and the greatest of all is the guidance I
receive from Dr Sr Genevieve, our
administrator who is a living legend of Mount
Carmel family and a great visionary. When I was
a student at Mount Carmel College during my
PUC and  Degree, Sister was my Principal and
Botany teacher. Sister is always vibrant, a
perfectionist who has to her credit being the
Principal of PUC, Degree and PG. The college
was headed by one Principal at that time. As a
student I remember Mount Carmel College was
at the top- be it in academics, extra-curricular
and co-curricular activities, athletics and
games. Both the PU and Degree students used to
bag top ranks every year. Since I have seen the
college excel as a student, I would say that the
college had reached its zenith under the
leadership and guidance of Dr. Sr Genevieve.
Beside me, I have Sister Genevieve guiding me
with her expertise which has been a great grace
in my life, and this definitely helps me to handle
all sorts of pressures that come my way. And I
do consider my current position with a lot of
reverence to Dr. Sr Juanita, former Provincial
who was also my Zoology teacher and Sister was
the Principal when I started working in the
PUC, Sr Beena, Superior, Manager and the
Principal of Mount Carmel Central School, Dr.
Sr Arpana, Principal, Mount Carmel College, 

Dr. Sr Violet, former PUC
Administrator, Dr. Sr. Sajitha, former
Principal, MCPUC and Dr. Sr Ashwini,
former Principal, MCPUC. Dr. Sr
Ashwini initially was our Principal,
when I was given this responsibility.
Sister would always guide me and
encourage me to  give in my best. I am
ever grateful to all our Carmelite
Sisters because a secular person like
me is given the opportunity as a
Principal for the first time at Mount
Carmel PU College. And all these
factors together- excellent staff, loving
students, supportive parents and the
blessings of Carmelite Sisters, who are
always there to guide, encourage and
support and, along with the blessings
of the Almighty and our Mother
Foundress, help me to handle all kinds
of pressures and stress that come my
way.

Anne: Ma’am, you have been a part of

Mount Carmel Fraternity for a long time

now, you’ve also held various positions

and are now our beloved Principal. What

according to you has changed over the

course of time here?

Babitha ma’am: Yes, I have been a part
of this adorable, dream- college for the
past 20 years. In the year 1999, I
finished my M.Sc. and since 2000 I
have been working as a lecturer at
MCC. If I look back, changes like
additional sections were introduced
due to demand. The college has seen
growth in terms of number of
students, combinations, staff and
additional rooms. The college has been
completely bifurcated into PUC and
Degree with separate entrances
coupled with adorable facelifts. The
corridors and classrooms have
beautiful granite flooring. Solar panels
have been set up to conserve
electricity. Though earlier the college
gave equal importance to academics, 
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co-curriculars and extra-curricular
activities, some parents prioritized 
 academics over co-curricular and
extra-curricular activities. But now, a
change has come in for better- both
parents and students give equal
importance to an extent that students
are multi-talented, and parents render
support to their daughters
encouraging their talents and
interests. Many students are well
trained based on their skills, and
almost 80% of the students are capable
of making career choices. Students are
also tech-savvy, and this has been
useful in the current situation where
online connects everyone- be it classes
or various celebrations and even fests!
Technology has seeped in the
admission process now; a wonderful
Digi-board has been installed at
college; the number of teams in Sports
has increased; changes are reflected in
the college timings too. We have an
exclusive Sports day for MCPUC and
also Esplendida, the Queen fest of
Bangalore. And PUC students have
uniforms now! And not to forget, the
beautiful and vibrant garden that
catches the eyes of every visitor- this
garden was rejuvenated when Dr. Sr
Violet was the Administrator and Dr.
Sr Ashwini was the Principal. The
garden is splendid and admired,
because it has got a botanical touch
under the prowess of Dr. Sr Genevieve,
our Administrator. This of course adds
to the aesthetic pleasure one
experiences in college.

Anne: What do you love the most about

the college, ma’am?

Babitha ma’am: It is not one thing,
there are couple of things. Firstly, this
is an all-girls college which is a unique
experience of Womanhood and
celebrating each one of us. Secondly, I
love the drive- I have spent a lot of time
sitting there, having loads of fun with
my friends. Thirdly, the awesome
students of the Institution- I just love
the naughtiness and wittiness of the
students. I adore all these factors
equally. Every time I am on the dais, I
feel like I should’ve been on the
opposite side, because being a student
is a lot of fun. Everyday morning, I feel
that I must get ready and reach on time
to this wonderful place Mount Carmel
College. I just love to be in the arms of
my Alma Mater.

Shraddha: Ma’am as we know you are an

ex-Carmelite and you have seen the

college change over years. If you were

given the choice to add or undo any

changes, what would they be and why?

Babitha ma’am: It is said that- People
change, minds change, places change
but memories do not. Our current PU
block has replaced a two-storey
structure, the Fathima Hall. As a 

student I had my Hindi classes there, it had a
stationery shop in one corner on the ground floor, it
housed rehearsals and refreshments for the
outgoing students on Graduation Day. This graceful
stone building was called “The Fathima Hall”. When
I returned as a lecturer, the staff farewell parties and
central evaluation were held in this hall. Whenever I
see the PU block, I visualize the lovely old building. If
there was sufficient space on campus for thePU
block to come up, then, the Fatima Hall, a building
close to the hearts of the Carmelites would survive.
If I had to bring about a change, I think I would like
the idea of having online classes for at least a day in a
week for all classes on rotation, seeing how the
classes were held online due to COVID-19. If you
wonder why I would like a few online classes, it is
because we have 2800 students on campus, and if we
let them stay home one day per week and study
online, the vehicular traffic and pollution can be
controlled a lot. We can save the environment for
ourselves and generations to come. Since our online
classes are live interactive sessions and not pre-
recorded videos it adds a feel of the presence of the
students. This rule can at least be implemented in
urban colleges which can function well with online
classes.

Shraddha: If you had not taken teaching as a

profession, what another career do you think you

would be pursuing?

Babitha ma’am: When I was doing my final year
B.Sc. at Mount Carmel College I strongly wished and
prayed that I would get a chance to teach at Mount
Carmel College. I always used to tell my friends, (a
group of 11 classmates) that I would love to get an
opportunity to teach at Mount Carmel College and
hoped that God grants my wish. God granted my
wish! And that is the greatest miracle of my life! I
was appointed as a lecturer at Mount Carmel Degree
College in the Botany Department in the year 2000
by Dr. Sr Genevieve, Principal, MCC. I am extremely
thankful to Sister for giving me this opportunity.
The opportunity that was given to me meant a dream
come true for me. I am thankful to the lecturers of
the Botany and Microbiology Department for
helping me to become the person I am today. Their
motivation and guidance then has helped me today
to gain confidence in stepping higher; I am grateful
to them for the love they showered on me (their
student). I was called the ‘baby’ of the department.
Just after I completed my M.Sc., before I joined
Mount Carmel College, I had attended an interview
at GE Health Care, and was short listed. And then I
was called for a demo at Mount Carmel College. I got
this (yay). I just grabbed the opportunity to teach at
MCC. But to answer your question, if I were not
teaching at Mount Carmel College, I would be
working in an NGO fighting for child rights and
women empowerment because this would give me a
lot of satisfaction in life.

Shraddha: When you were a student at Mount Carmel

College, were you in any association? And if so, how do

you think these experiences in the association helped

you now?

Babitha ma’am: I was a Carmelite, I did my PU and
B.Sc., in Mount Carmel College; I have been in
associations, like the Catholic Students Association
(CSA), the English Association and the Science Club.
When I was in PU, I was in the English Association
and the Catholic Students Association. In the English
Association we were guided by fantastic teachers 

like Ms. Annie Chandy Mathew and Ms.
Ronita Hirjee. I strongly believe that a
fine refining of the English language
was done by the teachers and I learnt
more under their guidance. I always
had a flare for writing so the exposure
to literary activities refined my writing
skills. This knowledge helped me when
I was selected as the student Editor for
the Annual Botanical Magazine
‘VRUHSHA’ during my M.Sc. at St.
Joseph’s College, Bengaluru. I was
always a part of the Catholic Students
Association. As a student I remember
we used to have a dumb box in our
class. And each of us used to contribute
a small amount by either not buying a
donut, candy or snack in the canteen
and save small change. This small
amount was pooled together and was
used in the out-reach program in
November/December. I remember my
catechism teacher, Sister Ann under
whose guidance the students of the
association would all meet up every
Thursday tospend time in prayer at the
prayer hall. I feel that being a part of the
Catholic Students Association has
helped me to emerge stronger and
rooted more deeply in faith. This helps
me now to face challenges in day to day
life. I was in the Science Club when I
was pursuing my B.Sc., I was the
student representative from my class
for the Science Club. We had various
activities in the Science Club which
enhanced our love for the subject and
sustained our curiosity. I remember
that in my B.Sc., my two classmates and
I had worked on a model- Eco system
which won the first prize in the
competition. So, looking back I feel
contented for being a Carmelite. I am
very thankful to my Alma Mater which
provided ample opportunities and
encouraged talents.

Shraddha: During the quarantine many

people have picked up various new habits

or hobbies. Have you picked up any such

habits/hobbies?

Babitha ma’am: I think I did not pick up
any new habits, but I revived a lost
hobby of mine. I say ‘lost’ because as
time proceeds you tend to become
busier with work, family and so on. So, I
found the COVID times as the best time
to revive this hobby. During my 8th, 9th
and 10th grade I used to write poems
and articles on key issues for the
student magazine. It was a very famous
magazine called ‘The Student Mail’. My
school Principal Mother Dominic and
the Headmistress Sister Julianna and
other teachers would be proud when
these articles featured in the student
mail. I had this habit of getting up early
in the morning and just sitting in
silence and gazing at the sunrise to see
the beautiful morning unfold. Similarly,
in the evening when I was free, I used to
admire the amazing sunset and penned
down creative lines. Even now I 
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continue this hobby (but rarely) when I
find time I love to sit alone and gaze at
nature. I just like to be very silent, as if
I were having a very deep conversation
with nature. So, I found that COVID
was the best time to revive this lost
hobby of mine.  There is a Government
school a little away from my house and
I love watching the children during the
assembly in the morning as I pass by. 

As schools were closed due to pandemic, the two
children who were living in my neighborhood, one
around the age of eight and the other around six
years, missed the usual school lessons. So I called
them home, started teaching and played short
interesting animations for about four months.
Meantime the family decided to relocate to their
hometown in Tamil Nadu. And I am happy to say that
even today they are in touch with me. I make short
videos and send it to them to help them converse in 

English. So, I think these are the two
things I picked up during COVID and it
brings me a lot of contentment as a
human being.

- R e p o r t e d  b y  
Anne Susan Varghese, 2 MEBA

and 

Shraddha Sebastian, 2 PCBH
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Children’s Day 2020 was
celebrated with gaiety and
fervour at Mount Carmel PU
College on 19th November,
2020. The fun and frolic
filled celebration was
virtually organised by the
talented teachers of our
prestigious institution who
had meticulously planned a
series of events, for the
sheer amusement of the
Carmelites. The much
awaited gala unfurled with
a prayer by Miss Akshita
Irene from the Department
of Commerce, connected us
with the bliss of the
Almighty. Followed by the
prayer, the Administrator
Dr Sr. Genevieve addressed
the virtual gathering with
words so moving and
impactful that struck a
chord deep into our soul.

Subsequently, the virtual
audience witnessed the
various flamboyant
performances by the
teachers with utmost
dedication. The
unfathomable amount of
effort put into the event 

Children's DayChildren's DayChildren's Day

- R e p o r t e d  b y  
Ananya Patnaik, 2 MEBA

- CAMPUS NEWS -- CAMPUS NEWS -

was crystal clear to
the ones who had the
fortune of cherishing
the event. First up,
we had a euphonious
medley of Indian
origin songs
performed by our very
own proficient
teachers resonated
with us, thereby
leaving the audience
in awe. Followed by
the melody, the
teachers attired in
fanciful costumes,
performed a dynamic
dance routine for the
students. It
incorporated the acme
of both western and
Indian dance styles 

which was highly
entertaining and enjoyable.
Moreover, the commendable
coordination was pleasing to
the eye. The highlight of
the whole program, was the
spectacular fashion show put
up by the beloved teachers
and support staff. All
bedazzled in extravagant
ensemble, owned the ramp
with their charisma and
therefore presented pure
haute couture. The moment
that mesmerized the whole
virtual gathering was when
the showstoppers, Dr Sr.
Genevieve and Ms Babitha
Saldanha, walked the ramp
and charmed everyone. Soon,
the series of exuberant
performances came to an end,
leaving an indelible
impression on everyone’s
minds. Concluding the
successful event, the Vote
of Thanks was presented by
Ms Maria Anjali from the
Department of Physical
Education. Thus Children’s
day became an incredible
phenomenon, and the perfect
way to honor the warmth and
innocence of childhood.



The event was very
engaging from the
traditional regional
dances like Huli Vesha,
Yakshagana and
Bharatanatyam to the
beautiful rendering of
the state song. Apart
from the entertaining
aspects, informative
presentation on the
origins of Karnataka, its
formation, its
significance, the
language and its history
peppered the event.

The famous personalities
like Ms Shruti, Ms Sudha
Rani, Mr Hemant Joyis, Mr
Sriram Kasar and Ms
Suhana Syed made guest
appearances to greet and
wish the audience on the
occasion. Mr B Suresh
graced the event as the
Chief Guest and spoke
about the importance of
Kannada as a regional
language and went in deep
about the day, its
significance, its
history. Mr. Suresh
fondly recalled memories
of the college involving 

Karnataka RajyotsavaKarnataka RajyotsavaKarnataka Rajyotsava
Karnataka Rajyotsava which
is celebrated all over the
state on November 1st has
been observed at Mount
Carmel PU College with
fervour and excitement every
year. Due to the pandemic,
the Kannada Sangha organized
the event online via YouTube
through which the students
enjoyed the show. Karnataka
Rajyotsava is an extremely
significant event in the
history of Karnataka, as it
marks the state’s formation
day. The event started with

two students playing the
role of husband and wife,
the wife expressed that she
was disappointed and unhappy
as she couldn’t celebrate
the day due to the pandemic.
It was then that her husband
consoled her and told her
that he could show her the
entirety of Karnataka
without stepping out of
their homes. So we were
pulled along with the
husband and wife into an
enthralling performance by
the students who portrayed
different aspects of
Karnataka.

performances in plays and
even mentioned his
happiness when he sees our
college. Our principal,
Ms. Babitha Saldanha,
expressed joy for
celebrating one of the
historical moments which
highlighted the beautiful
heritage of Karnataka. She
spoke with pride about the
efforts Kannada Sangha put
in to make the event
memorable. She also spoke
about the pandemic and its
impact on our everyday 

lives. The event ended on
a happy note with the
husband and wife
reappearing, the wife was
glad for the blessed day.
They then proceeded to
thank the Administrator,
Dr Sr. Genevieve, the
Principal Ms. Babitha
Saldanha, Kannada Sangha,
the audience, the teachers
and everyone who helped
with the event. A
beautiful dance
performance marked the
closure of the event.

- R e p o r t e d  b y  
Charudhi V G, 2 MEBA



ACCENTUA 2020, an intra-collegiate
fest, was held online for the first
PU Carmelites. The 28 events held by
the 28 associations of Mount Carmel
Pre-University College were spread
out over a week between 26th of
November and 2nd of December.
Students from all three streams were
enlivened by the interaction,
dissemination of knowledge, fun and
games that Accentua 2020 offered. 

The fest was named Accentua, with
its tagline ‘You can be your
spotlight’, was symbolic of its role
as a platform for students to ‘be
their own spotlight’ – to express
and be recognised for their talent,
skill and spirit. It represents the
college’s concerted efforts to make
online learning more enriching and
interactive and thus fulfilling its
mission of holistic education. 

Distinguished judges made their
presence felt on the virtual
platform which literally transformed
into a virtual auditorium. The
participant turn-out was much larger
than anticipated, some running close
to hundred per event. 
 

Some of the events that were
conducted are as follows: Music
Mishmash by the Western Music
Association, Biblical Glimpses by
the Catholic Student Association,
Turncoat by the Speakers’ Forum,
Headlines by the P.R.O. Cell, E-
Certificate Designing by the
Student Union and Fotografie by the
Photography Association. Both
winners and participants were
awarded certificates.

The events were well planned and
executed with least technical
glitches. Vice-Presidents of the
Associations planned and organised
the various competitions
successfully. It was the vision and
guidance of the administration,
ingenuity of the Welfare team,
active involvement of the faculty
and the passion and zest of the
young Carmelites that made Accentua
a virtual celebration!

Accentua 2k20Accentua 2k20Accentua 2k20

- R e p o r t e d  b y  
Prakalya. V. p,
2 ESPPy

First Years Rock!!!

 



John Quincy Adams once said, “If your actions inspire
others to dream more, learn more, do more and become
more, you are a leader.” As we all know, the most
awaited time of the year in the portals of Mount Carmel
is the Student Union Elections.

The Student Union of our college has always been known
for its strong leadership, active listening,
hardworking and committed behavior. Like any other
year, this year too needed its leaders, in spite of the
uncertain nature of events that 2020 brought us
through.

The election was held for the post of President,
General Secretary, Cultural Secretary and Sports
Secretary. It is a huge responsibility to be part of
the Union, because it becomes imperative to balance
both academics and duties of the Union in such a
crucial year. Hence, the screening process for the
nominations filed was done through various stages of
interviews.

The interview panel consists of the Administrator Dr.
Sr. Genevieve, the Principal Ms. Babitha Saldanha and
the Welfare Officers. During the interview, the
eligible candidates for the various positions were
selected by the interview panel.

If Carmelites collectively missed one thing this year,
it would be the crowded corridors where people
campaigned for their candidates. The long posters,
rushing into classes, screaming out slogans are all
integral parts of election culture at Mount Carmel. Due
to pandemic, each candidate was made to prepare a brief
video where they highlighted their reasons to take on
such a responsibility, their vision and their
achievements in various fields. And those videos were
circulated as a source of the campaign.

The election was conducted online on December 5, 2020.
The election results were declared later that evening.
The office-bearers of 2020 -21 are Aamina Azhar as
President, Aditi Shetty as Vice President, Bhavana V as
General Secretary, Anugraha Haridasan as Cultural
Secretary, Madhumita S as Sports Secretary, Ankita S as
Assistant Sports Secretary and Hana Nafis as a Co-opted
member.

We are proud of the Office-bearers, and we hope they
keep up the spirit of Carmelites through their service
in the college!

Student Union ElectionsStudent Union ElectionsStudent Union Elections

- R e p o r t e d  b y  
Anne Susan Varghese, 2 MEBA



Christmas is the time of
joy, of greetings
exchanged, of gift-
giving, and of families
united; and the Mount
Carmel PU College is
nothing but family away
from family. The
Christmas celebrations
took place in the
college campus on 18th
December, 2020 and was
live streamed for
students to enjoy the
magic of Christmas from
the comfort of their
homes. A special mass
was offered by Fr. Royan 

in the college. The
celebration included a
rhythmic performance
from the college choir.
The students and
teachers sang beautiful
hymns and carols. After
all, the best way to
spread

show. Finally, adding to
this jollification was a
wonderful surprise
bestowed on us by Santa
Claus. The students were
completely spellbound
with the Christmas
celebrations and the day
was spent with waves of
hope and joy flooding
the air. With the
efforts made by the
Administrator Dr Sr.
Genevieve, the Principal
Ms Babitha Saldanha, the
CSA Team, the teaching
faculty, the
administrative and

supportive staff, in
making Christmas one of
the most spectacular
highlights of the year,
only one thing can be
said - May you never be
too grown up to search
the skies on Christmas
Eve.

Christmas cheer is singing
loud for all to hear.
‘Cascabel 2020’ was organized
by the Catholic Students
Association. It included
various competitions to
promote the true spirit of
Christmas, such as - Night in
Bethlehem, Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing and Christmas is
every day. The celebration
included readings from the
Bible along with a Dance Drama
which depicted Christmas as
kindness for the past, courage
for the present and hope for
the future. Many people
believe that Christmas is like 

candy, which slowly melts in
the mouth sweetening every
taste bud, making a wish which
could last forever. But the
truth is, Christmas isn't
about candy canes, holly, or
lights all aglow alone, it's
about the hearts that we
touch, and the care that we

Christmas CelebrationsChristmas CelebrationsChristmas Celebrations

- R e p o r t e d  b y  
Deepali vashist, 2 MEBA

Christmas isn't a season. It's a feeling.



online testsonline testsonline tests
Wh a t  C a r m e l i t e s  t h i n k  a b o u tW h a t  C a r m e l i t e s  t h i n k  a b o u t

Online tests, like online classes have its merits and demerits. Due to
the current global situation, online tests are the only way students

can assess themselves and feel prepared. The teachers,
administrators and the entire faculty go through a lot of thinking to
conduct online tests. Online tests help students in motivating them
to study and keeping their mind active during these tough times. On

the other hand, online tests don't necessarily help a few students
since some of them prefer being in a competitive environment

among their fellow classmates rather than in the comforts of their
home. The other complications that arise with online tests are

internet connectivity issues and lack of electronic gadgets for some
students. Some students might have the urge to engage in

malpractice and some students might not be motivated enough to
study well for the tests since they're not physically monitored by the

teachers. Apart from the merits and demerits, from personal
experience I can say that I appreciate the teachers and faculty for all
their efforts in making the online tests happen and helping me stay

focused and dedicated towards my education.
Kushi Ruth Satyanarayan, 2 HEPys.

 
 

Sometimes network
issues happen which

increases the pressure.
Aamna, 2 PCMB A.

As it was the first time it
was a little bit hard to

manage. But we were able
to manage after one test.

It was good.
Krishnamiraa , 2 PEBA A.

Early mornings, big shirts, messy hair
and a cup of coffee! That's how we
started our online tests in our cosy

rugs. From running to college to be in
time to taking answer sheet pictures

and submitting before time, we've
come a long way. Online tests were
easy going, comfortable and fun to

write.
Aditi Sanjay, 2 PEBA A.

Online test was a new learning.
And I loved it because as soon as
we completed we left the meeting

instead of waiting everyone to
complete. But honestly I want
offline test as we have lots of
seriousness, kind of fear and

honesty. 
Soniya kumari, 2 PCME.

I believe that these online tests
are a true test of our character.
As for the procedure in which it

was carried out, I'd give it a
10/10. The procedure came with

detailed instructions which
were easy to follow. Adding our

papers to the drive instead of
uploading directly was truly

very convenient.
Neharika, 2 PCMB D.



online testsonline testsonline tests
Wh a t  C a r m e l i t e s  t h i n k  a b o u tW h a t  C a r m e l i t e s  t h i n k  a b o u t

Since we all are used to writing offline test, these
online test were different. It was a whole new
experience of writing test at home. We had to
switch on cameras and place it at a right angle

that our face was seen. It was quite inconvenient.
I would rather prefer writing exams at college.

There were teachers invigilating from the other
side of the screen while writing exams - it was a
whole new seen. The studying schedule was also
messed up for me since we had to write the exam
online, there was lack of seriousness in studying.

There were a lot of network issues and other
problems pertaining the electronic gadgets.

Zainab HC, 2 PCBH.

It has been around five months since online classes have started.
Personally, I feel that they are lackluster in disguise given the

pandemic situation, but somewhere I also feel that we as students
are just studying for the sake of examinations rather than genuinely

engaging with the subject and the teacher. I also feel bad to hear
those same teachers who in physical classes used to say "Are you

alert ?" ," Are you concentrating?"," Do you understand?", are now
saying "Am I audible to you?". My recent experience with the online
first compulsory tests was a bit tricky because at first I did feel that

the process was a bit complicated, but by the end of the last
examination I got used to the whole process and felt comfortable.(

But what other choice do we have anyway).
M Pranitha, 2 ESPPy.

 
 

According to me online tests have a
positive mental effect on children's minds

because then they don't have to worry
about getting to college on time and then

forgetting their ID cards, etc. They can
study with a peace of mind knowing

they're at home. No skipping of breakfast
which happens a lot during exam time.
There are also some cons regarding the

tests because not every person has a good
Wi-Fi connection or a good data

connection. So suppose at the submission
time their network fails then their exam
paper will be invalid because it does not

accept late turn-ins.
Huma, 2 PCBH.

Online test as compared to the traditional tests are
far from reality. Because when marks are up for

grabs and your book shelf is right next to you, then
RIP self-control. This eventually is an injustice to
those who actually study hard as it doesn't matter

as ultimately your marks will tally with those smart
people who are efficient and well-equipped with the

tricks to cheat. And the best part is that teachers
are well aware that students have copied because

correcting 90% answer sheets which are so perfect
ensures the cheating. I think an oral test with a

camera on is more reliable and I suggest this
method over the online test.

Priyanka R, 2 MEBA.

The format of availing question paper
from google is nice but at the same time

the teachers are not able to see us
through teams even if our videos are

open. So that creates a problem, every
time the teacher calls us we need to go

back and miss out at time. Else
everything was well planned according

to me. 
Mahek Mohammed Shakeel, 2 PCMB B.



Sabah Ismail is a young baker from I PCBH who
aims to be recognised for her themed cakes. She
began baking when she was 13, but only turned
professional when her family started making
orders as her cakes meet the required standard.
The first order is for free, and there is a sale
available for every festival. She requests her
customers to share about their allergies and
dislikes with her before she bakes, which
includes making cakes without eggs or milk.
In consideration of the pandemic, Sabah is
completing all her deliveries while wearing mask
and gloves, and sanitised vehicles are used for
the same purpose.

INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/smilebakes_/

- YOUNG CARMELITE- YOUNG CARMELITE

ACHIEVERS -ACHIEVERS -

Dhriti Dhingra of II MEBA and 3 of her friends
from Kolkata run the clothing website “Blunt N
Bold” that delves into the world of work and
unique t-shirts and tops. Launched in November
2020, they have attained exceptional growth
considering their expertise and resources.
In just a matter of few weeks, they expanded from
just t-shirts to include hoodies as well, and are
now looking to broaden their range to crop tops
and sweatshirts. They manufacture their products
on the basis of Print On Demand. They joined
hands with Shiprocket to deliver their products
in a safe and sterile manner.

Dhriti Dhingra

WEBSITE   :https://www.bluntnbold.com/
FACEBOOK  :https://m.facebook.com/bebluntnbold/
INSTAGRAM :https://instagram.com/blunt.n.bold?
igshid=fgzp3boi9gsr

Sabah Ismail

- R e p o r t e d  b y  
Sania Shariff, 2 PCMb

https://www.instagram.com/smilebakes_/
https://www.bluntnbold.com/
https://m.facebook.com/bebluntnbold/
https://m.facebook.com/bebluntnbold/
https://instagram.com/blunt.n.bold?igshid=fgzp3boi9gsr


O! Mighty!
 

A soul as in spark,
More like a flame in the dark.

The beauty of it,
The pureness of it.

O! Mighty! What a marvelous
creation of yours,

That gives life to the body and
energy to cure.

Body perishes, but soul ever
shall remain.

But no one should ever have any
complaints

And even if we die our name ever
shall remain

Give it the energy to console and
change the life of the rest.

Maybe not by the people, but you
call it the best.

Life is a test and indeed we are
the guest.

 
 
 
 
 

 
By Fathima Naseer Ahmed Syed, I PCMB A

 

My Rise

Now I am in a maze, 
I can see a way.
I can’t fall into a daze,
For I have to make my day. 

I have to choose,
I have to walk,
I should let loose,
For I have myself to talk.

There are stairs to climb,
Where lights combine,
A ray hits my face, 
Saying “it’s okay”.

But down there is a hole,
Shallow down below,
It yells at me with
discouragement,
“I’ll pull you low”.

I should not fear 
For I know 
That someone will hear, 
My Rise this year

By Esha Narayan, I HEPyS

P A G E  L A Y O U T  B Y

Deepali VashistDeepali VashistDeepali Vashist
2  M E B A

- CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS -- CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS -


